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It was accompanied by a loud, piercing laugh. 

Ma Bond appeared in front of the crowd in stride. 

Seeing the chaos in the room, he was just about to ask a question. 

But when he saw that Black Rose was also present, his face, which was still playful and smiling, instantly 

darkened. 

“What bad luck, how come I can see you Sl*tty old b*tch everywhere I go.” 

Black Rose’s face also instantly turned ugly at his comment. 

Earlier, when they were at the gun store, the form was tense. 

That was why she had held back and not lashed out. 

Now that she had returned to District 3, she would naturally not give Ma Bangde a good look anymore. 

“Hmph, I was the one who came here first.” 

Ma Bangde smiled disdainfully. 

“So what if you came here first, so what if you came later.” 

“You still have the face to come here to visit Old Qiu.” 

“At that time, if you had used fire support in time, how could Old Qiu have been so badly injured.” 

Hearing these words, Black Rose was about to speak in anger. 

Only Lin Mo, who was on the side, spoke first. 

“I gave the order not to shoot, do you have any comments?” 

At that moment, Director Qiu’s mind was in turmoil. 

The obsession in his heart would not dissipate until he fought to the last moment. 

If someone had backed him up from the sidelines, Director Qiu would have won even if he had won. 

He would still have resentment in his heart! 

It was for this reason that Lin Mo but stopped Black Rose’s support. 

Only when he saw Lin Mo speak did Ma Bangde shrink his neck resentfully and did not argue the matter 

any further. 

Only his sneering at Black Rose remained unending. 



“Black Rose, I advise you to save your breath and stay away from our Mr. Lin.” 

Black Rose frowned, “I can go wherever I want, none of your business.” 

The words landed on Ma Bangde’s lips and the corners of his mouth suddenly hooked up, his face 

mockingly saying. 

“That little mind of yours, don’t you think we can see that?” 

“Who in the entire Third District doesn’t know that you’re a shameless b*tch who wants to borrow her 

position.” 

“Don’t even think about what kind of goods you are, our Mr. Lin, wouldn’t look at you.” 

The moment these words were spoken. 

Black Rose’s heart felt like it had been hammered hard. 

Her delicate body trembled slightly. 

In her heart, she was not aware of the huge gap between her own status and Lin Mo’s. 

It was just that feelings were not something that could be suppressed by reason. 

Her thoughts were very simple. 

Even if she could not get any emotional feedback from Lin Mo, she could still keep him company. 

He, Black Rose, would already be satisfied. 

Yet at this moment, Ma Bangde’s words deeply humiliated this feeling. 

“The entire third district knows about it!” 

“Shame on you!” 

“Lend your body to the throne!” 

The humiliating words echoed continuously in her mind. 

“Mr. Lin, Director Qiu, you guys get busy first, I’ll go first.” 

Black Rose suppressed a more guttural voice and greeted the two of them. 

With that, she hurriedly left with a lost expression. 

Director Qiu was just about to speak when he suddenly noticed a chill. 

It was as if the temperature in the room had plummeted several levels. 

As he twisted his head to look, he only saw that Lin Mo’s face at the moment was unsightly to the 

extreme. 

He already had a family. 

It was natural to avoid other people of the opposite sex for their good looks. 



But this did not mean that others could trample on and insult other people’s feelings with impunity. 

Not even for a subordinate whom he had taken a fancy to! 

And at this moment, Ma Bangde, who was an afterthought, had not yet noticed Lin Mo’s abnormality. 

Seeing Black Rose leave, he even mocked with a smug face. 

“Hehe, count on you, you b*tch, for being sensible.” 

Director Qiu’s face turned pale when he heard this, and his heart was in a great hurry. 

This fool, how dare he say anything and do anything. 

He had no eyesight at all! 

Just as he was getting anxious, too. 

Lin Mo spoke up. 

“Ma Bangde!” 

When Ma Bangde heard Lin Mo call himself, he subconsciously turned his head back. 

However, when he saw Lin Mo’s face, his body bones shook violently. 
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From the first meeting, until now. 

Ma Bangde was basically aware of Lin Mo’s character as well. 

Lin Mo would be out of his league a lot of the time in life. 

Even though the two sides are subordinates, they can fight constantly. 

But when it comes to business, Lin Mo is never ambiguous. 

It can even be said that in some matters, Lin Mo’s eyes cannot rub a grain of sand. 

Ma Bangde saw Lin Mo’s expression right now. 

Together with that full name call, he suddenly realised. 

This time, Lin Mo was really angry. 

Thinking of this, Ma Bangde shrank his neck in awe. 

“Mr. Lin ……” 

Without waiting for him to open his mouth, Lin Mo coldly asked 

“Do you think that I am running District 3 too smoothly?” 

Ma Bangde smiled and hurriedly shook his head. 



“Then do you think that I value you and you feel that you are superior and can act with impunity?” 

The tone of his voice became heavier and heavier. 

Ma Bangde did not dare to speak either, and could only shake his head one after another. 

Lin Mo’s face was cold as he continued to speak. 

“The usual petty fights, that’s your freedom, I could care less.” 

“But who gave you the courage to wantonly step on other people’s feelings? To humiliate your own 

people in such a way?” 

Black Rose, who was also the main force of the three districts. 

Although they were considerably weaker than the others in terms of cultivation. 

However, their Black Garden’s niche was firearms combat, and had always performed quite well in the 

several combat operations. 

Although Lin Mo had always avoided her feelings, he also intended to cultivate her. 

However, this b*****d Ma Bangde was so tongue-tied and humiliated his own people constantly. 

This was what Lin Mo could not stand the most. 

No matter how much he valued himself. 

It would never be condoned! 

“In my team, it doesn’t matter if they are subordinates or close friends, regardless of their relationship.” 

“Unity is my bottom line!” 

“In this matter, you hope you can give a reasonable explanation!” 

Director Qiu heard Lin Mo say these words. 

There was a sudden flinch in his heart. 

The meaning of this statement was already very clear. 

If Ma Bangde could not give a reasonable explanation. 

This was the end of the relationship between the two sides. 

At this moment, the atmosphere in the room was already cold to the core. 

Ma Bangde still kept his head down and did not make any response. 

For a long time. 

Director Qiu suddenly let out a long sigh. 

“Old Ma, some things are in the past, so let go of what should be put down!” 



“Mr. Lin, there are some things Old Ma can’t say, it’s better for me to explain them for him!” 

“Hm!” Lin Mo said without turning his eyes away. 

Director Qiu first glanced at Ma Bangde and saw that he did not have any reaction, before he narrated. 

“Everything is still waiting until a few years ago to say ……” 

At that time, the three regions were still out in the era of group attacks. 

There were countless forces, large and small, in a four-way pattern. 

Ma Bangde had only just set up his own force which is now the Knife Cult. 

But unlike now, twenty years ago, there were less than five hundred members in the Knife Sect. 

And its strength was uneven. 

Compared to other forces, it was just a small, insignificant gang. 

It was during that time that Ma Bangde met the love of his life, Peiran. 

It was love at first sight, and they soon fell in love and were engaged for life. 

Pui Yin was the eldest daughter of the Lord of the Black Garden. 

She was the daughter of the Lord of the Black Garden, a powerful force with tens of thousands of 

disciples. 

The daughter of a great power could not marry a yakuza like Ma Bangde. 

So the two were soon torn apart. 

Ma Bangde was quite competitive, and under his efforts, the Knife Sect grew bigger and bigger. 

Only by the time he had the strength to take on the Black Garden. 

His wife, Peiran, was depressed for a long time because she had been imprisoned in the Black Garden 

for many years. 

After giving birth to a son, she chose to hang herself. 

“Old Ma always believed that the Black Garden had driven his wife to her death.” 

“So the two sides, on both sides, have always had a very bad relationship.” 

“And this Black Rose is the daughter of the second Miss Black Garden back then.” 
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Lin Mo’s face only warmed up a little after he learned about these past events. 

If I were to encounter something like this myself, I would have to put my heart into it. 



Lin Mo thought that his hatred was perhaps even deeper than Ma Bangde’s. 

“Black Rose didn’t have anything to do with what happened back then either, and she’s still a niece.” 

“Break a bone, if you can’t let go, I will arrange for Black Garden to guard the junction of the four 

districts!” 

“When the Lawrence family is done, I will instead break up the Black Garden.” 

The words to let him let go of his hatred, Lin Mo could not say. 

Without people suffering, one should not persuade people to be kind. 

How exactly to deal with it, Lin Mo left the choice to the person’s. 

Ma Bond was actually prepared to accept punishment at the outset. 

The three districts were now a combination of interests that were close to maturity. 

Whether it was the power lords, or the members below, they all served a common point goal. 

The unification of the island of death. 

They are all contributing their best efforts. 

For the sake of fame and fortune after success. 

In such a situation, his targeting of the Black Garden was undoubtedly a stumbling block in the way of 

their success. 

It was only that Ma Bangde had never expected Lin Mo to make such a big concession. 

Not only did he not mention the matter of punishment, but he even intended to transfer Black Garden 

away for his own sake. 

Thinking of this, Ma Bangde could not help but feel a warmth in his heart. 

Only when he thought of the great battle that was about to take place at the moment, he would still be 

unable to help but ask. 

“Mr Lin, Black Garden is the only main force against the local gun units in this great war.” 

If they were to be transferred out, it would undoubtedly affect the battle seriously. 

And the casualty ratio of the three districts would also be pulled up at the limit as a result. 

Lin Mo waved his hand indifferently. 

“You don’t need to worry about these matters, I naturally have a way to deal with them.” 

At this moment, Ma Bangde was still torn between the private and collective. 

On the contrary, Qiu Si at the side realized something fiercely and his expression changed greatly. 

“Mr. Lin ……” 



He was just about to persuade, except that the words didn’t even come out. 

Lin Mo then gave him a look that forbade him from speaking. 

Director Qiu could only follow Lin Mo’s wishes and meekly shut his mouth. 

After waiting for Ma Bangde to come back to his senses. 

Lin Mo had already walked to the gate. 

“Mr. Lin, what are you doing here?” 

At this time, wasn’t Lin Mo supposed to teach himself a lesson? 

After all, this had all started because of himself. 

Lin Mo nudged his mouth. 

“What else can I go for?” 

“You’re so f*cking mouthy, someone has to deal with the wrongs committed.” 

“If you, as an aunt, don’t care, am I, as a leader, the same as you?” 

As the words fell to the ground, Lin Mo’s back disappeared from sight. 

In situ, Ma Bangde was somewhat dazed, his face full of entanglement. 

As a power lord, he should put aside his hatred and try his best to fully, unify the goal of Death Island. 

But as a husband, the revenge of his wife being forced to die, he could not let go of it easily. 

It was also at this moment. 

Director Qiu, who was at the side, let out a sudden sigh. 

“Old Ma, do you know?” 

“Actually, I really quite envy you!” 

Such headless words directly confused Ma Bangde. 

“What do you mean, Old Qiu, envious of me?” 

“Why isn’t it obvious enough?” Director Qiu strained his mouth towards the door. 

“Mr. Lin, if he didn’t value you, would he have made the decision to transfer Black Garden.” 

“And I don’t know, you two-bit, what’s so good about you?” 

Naturally, Ma Bond knew this too, and smiled heatedly with a face full of triumph. 

“I’m loyal and highly talented!” 

“To think that a subordinate like me is naturally favoured, you know what a hammer!” 

Come on! Calling him fat went straight to panting. 



Director Qiu rolled his eyes and said with contempt. 

“You don’t fool around!” 

“Better think about how to deal with it, your relationship with Black Rose!” 
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Ma Bangde was an afterthought. 

He didn’t pay much attention to Director Qiu’s words at all. 

“I say, old Qiu, I’m not even in a hurry, you’re not in a hurry, Mr. Lin.” 

“What’s the hurry for you, an outsider?” 

Wasn’t the implication that the emperor wasn’t in a hurry, but the eunuch was? 

Director Qiu’s face darkened. 

“You ……” 

“I say, are you really ignorant or not!” 

“Do you not even realise the seriousness of the problem by now?” 

Ma Bangde saw his serious face and anxious tone, and gradually realized that something was wrong. 

“Old Qiu can’t it be that there’s something hidden in this?” 

“Do you, this douchebag, really want to P*ss me off?” 

If Director Qiu hadn’t already pledged his loyalty in front of Lin Mo, he really wouldn’t have bothered 

with this b*****d. 

“The Black Garden is the only means of dealing with Lawrence’s gun unit.” 

“If we transfer all of them away from the frontline, our three districts will even win against Lawrence.” 

“The price to pay is bound to be namely heavy.” 

Ma Bond waved his hand impatiently, “I know that too!” 

District Three’s per capita strength was naturally not comparable to Lawrence’s. 

But it was also nowhere near the extent of the guns. 

If the Black Rose did not participate in the war, they could only fight with their physical bodies against 

the guns. 

And such a downward spiral had been demonstrated to the crowd by the Turbine Green Gang before. 

There were bodies all over the ground, and in some cases, not even a single body was left behind. 



And this was just a small encounter. 

If a full-scale war broke out, hundreds of thousands or even millions of people would fall under each 

other’s guns. 

And this was clear to all the power lords. 

When Director Qiu saw that Ma Bangde had the audacity to be impatient with him, his anger rubbed off 

on him. 

“Since you know this, do you know that Mr. Lin would never allow such an outcome to occur.” 

This remark was made. 

Ma Bangde’s face instantly changed. 

The Black Garden had to be moved away from the battlefield while avoiding such ma*s casualties. 

There was only one way to do so. 

“Old Qiu, do you mean to say that Mr. Lin intends to take action himself?” 

“Or what?” 

Director Qiu scolded with an angry look on his face. 

“If Mr. Lin doesn’t take action, who will take care of Lawrence’s gun unit.” 

“When the time comes, the other side’s patriarchs will also take a shot at Mr. Lin.” 

“That’s the way Mr. Lin phased out, topping all the trouble himself, do you understand now?” 

By the end of his speech, Director Qiu had almost started to growl. 

He was the only one who had a comprehensive understanding of all that was going on at the moment. 

Lin Mo had always stated outright that he was not a match for Ji Dutuo. 

What’s more, this man had three highly powerful clan masters by his side. 

Putting himself in danger for the sake of this douchebag. 

Director Qiu even felt unworthy for Lin Mo. 

After hearing this, Ma Bangde then completely reacted. 

In the next second, he only felt his feet go weak and he directly sat down on the ground. 

“I …… what virtue and ability do I, Ma Bangde.” 

At this moment, he was like a deflated balloon. 

His expression also became dejected and dull. 

When Director Qiu saw his appearance, he didn’t know how to accuse him for a while. 



“Eh!” 

“Old Ma, what’s past is past.” 

“The people of the previous generation at Black Garden are dead and old.” 

“Look at the girls, how many more had anything to do with what happened back then.” 

With that he lifted his own bandaged arm and patted the horse’s gang on the shoulder. 

“You can’t keep living in hatred for twenty years either.” 

“It’s time to let go of some things.” 

“Break a bone, Black Rose is your niece after all.” 

“Do you think if Peiran was still around, she’d want to see you in this state now?” 

As he watched Ma Bangde’s mood getting lower and lower, Director Qiu once again let out a long sigh. 

“It’s all a handful of years old.” 

“Think about it. ……” 
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Black Garden Headquarters. 

Upon seeing Lin Mo’s arrival, the few guards on guard, came forward to greet him. 

“Greetings, Mr. Lin!” 

After Lin Mo briefly returned the greeting, he directly asked, “Has your boss, Black Rose, returned yet?” 

The patrolling guards nodded: “Wait a moment, Mr. Lin, I’ll go and let Missy know.” 

“There’s no need, take me there!” Lin Mo said indifferently. 

Under the patrolling guard’s guidance. 

Lin Mo quickly arrived at the room where Black Rose was. 

The attendants outside the door were just about to salute when Lin Mo raised his hand to stop them. 

“How is Miss Black Rose’s condition now?” 

The maid shook her head and replied in a soft voice. 

“Missy has been rather depressed ever since she returned, locking herself inside her room and hasn’t 

moved.” 

After Lin Mo had understood the situation, it was with the people around him retreating to take refuge 

first. 



Looking at the door of the room in front of him, he took a deep breath. 

“Doggone Ma Bonder, I really owe you!” 

After a slow grumble of resentment, he then raised his arm. 

Only when he knocked on the door of the room, a serious scolding sound came from inside. 

“Get lost, didn’t I say that no one was to bother me.” 

“Now my words, you all dare to treat them like a whisper?” 

Facing the hot-tempered Black Rose. 

Lin Mo coughed awkwardly. 

“It’s me, Lin Mo!” 

At these words, a banging sound of objects clashing suddenly came from within the room. 

It was also interspersed with the sound of this Black Rose’s cry of pain. 

After a while, the door to the room was slowly opened. 

With just a glance, Lin Mo saw the red swelling on Black Rose’s knee as well as her arm. 

It was obvious that she had been knocked. 

“Mr. Lin, what brings you here?” 

Although he forced himself to put on a calm look of indifference. 

However, Lin Mo still caught a hint of gloom from within her eyes. 

So, Lin Mo pretended to speak carelessly. 

“Nothing much, I just had nothing to do and came over to see you!” 

“Let’s talk?” 

After hesitating for a moment, Black Rose nodded silently and gave up her position. 

“Mr. Lin, please come in!” 

Lin Mo: “……” 

Originally, he had only thought that it would be fine to have a casual chat with and Black Rose outside. 

He didn’t expect this b*tch to directly invite her into her boudoir. 

This was f*cking awkward! 

However right now the atmosphere had blown up to here. 

If he refused, he would only break Black Rose’s heart once again. 

With nothing else to do, Lin Mo could only stiffen his head and walk into the room. 



The room was not small. 

It just didn’t want to be as pink and tender as other girls’ boudoirs. 

Black Rose’s room was completely minimalist to the extreme. 

Apart from the necessary furniture, curtains were drawn all around. 

And Lin Mo also saw the handle of a pistol from the corner of the curtain that was exposed. 

At this moment, he also finally understood why Black Rose was so flustered before opening the door. 

What kind of girl would have a room full of firearms in her room. 

At this moment, Black Rose naturally also noticed Lin Mo’s gaze. 

Seeing that exposed corner, she immediately ran over and the curtain was pulled to the bottom. 

Only then did she panic and invite to. 

“Mr. Lin, please sit down, I’ll get you some tea.” 

With that he fumbled and started rummaging around the room in various ways. 

At the same time his mouth kept chanting. 

“Where’s the teapot, where’s the tea, where did the lady’s maid, where did she hide all this stuff?…” 

Lin Mo finally failed to hold back when he saw this hand-to-mouth look on his face. 

“Miss Rose, it’s better to forget it!” 

“I’m not thirsty either, so why don’t we just talk first!” 

Black Rose gave the cabinet a reluctant glance before finally giving up helplessly. 

Even if she found these things. 

She didn’t know, either, how much tea to put in or how much water to add. 
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Growing up with firearms, Black Rose was rarely exposed to these trivialities of life. 

The Black Garden is a matriarchal system. 

Ever since he was a director, he was told by his mother that her future was destined to inherit Black 

Garden. 

So he grew up without any playmates. 

The only toys he had were the various firearms and the knowledge of firearms. 

As for life, the lady-in-waiting almost took care of everything. 



So, when Lin Mo came to the door, he didn’t even know if there was tea in the room or where it was. 

She didn’t know anything about it. 

When she came to Lin Mo’s side again, she was like a little child who had taken measures. 

Head down, muffled. 

Lin Mo smiled faintly, not caring much, and opened his mouth to change the subject. 

“Miss Rose, do you know the situation of your father’s generation?” 

Hearing this question, Black Rose faintly froze, and after thinking back on that for a while. 

She silently shook her head. 

“My parents died in battle during the power struggle back then.” 

“I don’t know much about the rest of the situation.” 

For this point, Lin Mo knew in much more detail than Black Rose. 

Back then, a huge conflict had erupted in the three districts because of the power struggle. 

The forces that only fought in it, no matter how big or small, were all involved. 

The chaotic strife continued for six years. 

The winner was crowned and the loser was annexed. 

Eventually the dust settled. 

The ten major powers that exist today were formed. 

It was during that time that Black Rose’s parents perished. 

The manager of the Black Garden at the time, Black Rose’s grandmother, did not survive the pain of 

losing her daughter. 

She pa*sed away! 

Black Rose was then put in charge by the others, when she was only ten years old. 

At that time, not only did she have to manage the Black Garden, she also had to defend herself against 

those forces that were watching her. 

Thinking of all this, Lin Mo looked at Black Rose with deep meaning in his eyes, with a hint of admiration 

in his eyes. 

From an ignorant young girl, she had developed into a strong woman who was now in charge of over 

100,000 sect members. 

The heartache and hardships involved were perhaps only clear to her. 

After a moment of silence, Lin Mo spoke up and said. 



“Miss Rose, you actually have a great-aunt.” 

Hmm? 

When Black Rose heard this, her willow brows frowned slightly. 

“Great-aunt?” 

After murmuring a word, she recalled it in detail. 

It seemed that for as long as he could remember there had only been her and her late parents and 

grandmother in the whole family. 

Other than that, there didn’t seem to be any other relatives. 

As for the great aunt Lin Mo mentioned, he had never even heard of her. 

“Mr. Lin I don’t seem to have this person in my memory!” 

Lin Mo’s expression also became puzzled when he heard this. 

According to the time calculation, before Ma Gang’s wife committed suicide, Black Rose had already 

remembered. 

How could there be any memory of her. 

a*sociated with what Director Qiu had said, that woman seemed to have been imprisoned all along. 

Lin Mo once again opened his mouth and asked. 

“When you were a child, did you ever see any other special people, such as being imprisoned 

somewhere?” 

At the mention of this, Black Rose’s gaze suddenly lit up. 

“I remember.” 

“We did have a woman imprisoned after this backyard in the Black Garden.” 

“Only Grandma never’s allowed herself to inquire about this person.” 

“And then after that, I never saw this woman again.” 

At this point, she stopped talking abruptly. 

“Could that woman be my great-aunt?” 

Lin Mo nodded, “Without surprise, that should be it.” 

By this moment, Lin Mo was basically generally clear as to why Black Rose knew nothing about these 

matters. 

Back then, the Black Garden and the Knife Sect, one in heaven and the other on earth. 

The matter of Peiran’s private engagement with Ma Bangde was a complete slap in Black Garden’s face. 
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Black Rose’s eyes were already hazy with tears after hearing this past story. 

This sadness. 

There is the longing for both parents, who have been growing up alone and miserable since the death of 

her parents. 

There is also a deep sense of empathy, and how is this not also true for her at this moment. 

Faced with the one she loves, there is a difference of clouds and clouds. 

Of course, she also felt a deep sense of sympathy for her great-aunt. 

“It is because of this that Old Ma has an extraordinarily strong hatred for your Sword Cult.” 

“And this hatred has also spilled over to you, which is why he has been targeting you.” 

After Lin Mo explained, he did not speak again. 

There was nothing he could do to resolve matters above emotions even if he wanted to. 

All the grudges still needed to be dealt with by them, the parties involved. 

After listening, Black Rose also stayed quietly in place. 

She could understand the kind of hatred that followed the loss of a wife. 

But she also could not let go of the hurt that Ma Bond had inflicted on Black Garden and herself over the 

years. 

Especially the words from inside the hospital. 

It had completely shattered her love-struck heart. 

“Mr. Lin, if conflict erupted between me and Ma Bond, how would you handle it?” 

Faced with this cold question. 

Lin Mo shook his head slightly. 

He knew what Black Rose meant by her words. 

“Miss Rose, I’m not happy to tell you the truth!” 

“I actually already have a family and have a very cute daughter.” 

When he said this, Lin Mo couldn’t help but have the appearance of his wife and daughter floating in his 

mind. 

A happy smile could not help but appear at the corners of his mouth as well. 

When these words were spoken, Black Rose’s body suddenly trembled. 



The tears that were still swirling, finally failed to pop at this moment. 

Words might be able to deceive people. 

But that feeling of happiness from the heart could not deceive anyone. 

From the time we met until now, this was the first time she had seen such a happy smile on Lin Mo’s 

face. 

For a moment, she inexplicably produced a trace of envy. 

How happy it would be to be with such a man! 

While wiping away her teary eyes, Black Rose, for some reason, began to be curious about Lin Mo’s wife. 

“Mr. Lin, do you miss your wife and daughter?” 

Lin Mo struggled to nuzzle: “Does that even need to be asked?” 

“Then why don’t you bring them along?” 

Black Rose asked curiously. 

“It should be happy for a family to be together, right?” 

At her question, a trace of sadness appeared in Lin Mo’s mood as well. 

“If I could, I would want to!” 

“It’s just that I carry too much on my back!” 

“My wife is also a martial aversion body, so she can’t cultivate at all, so if she were to follow me around, 

she would not only be tired but also dangerous.” 

This was also Lin Mo’s greatest regret. 

Obviously, he possessed a superb medical heritage, but he couldn’t do anything to change his fate 

against the heavens. 

There was no solution to the averse martial body, relying on human power alone. 

Black Rose listened quietly to Lin Mo’s words, and her gaze never left. 

“Mr. Lin and I will talk about it in detail?” 

“I want to know about your past!” 

Even though it was no longer possible for herself and Lin Mo. 

But she still wanted to know a little more about Lin Mo. 

It seemed that only in this way could that lost emotion of hers turn out to be better. 

Lin Mo looked at her lost look and didn’t know how to refuse. 

He could only slowly say. 



“Blood feud, right!” 

“Is the other side very strong?” Black Rose asked after her. 

“Well, very strong, and there are many of them, picking one at random would be enough to plough 

Death Island dozens of times.” 

It wasn’t that Lin Mo was trying to scare Black Rose. 

Whether it was the Xie family, or the Japanese, or any other mastermind behind the scenes. 

Any other one that came out at random would be a giant tree for Death Island. 

Even the Seven Deadly Sins would not be enough to see in front of it. 

“If you’re worried, you can talk to me in advance.” 

“I can send you away! After all, this Island of Death is not a good place either ……” 
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Black Rose wasn’t stupid either. 

After hearing this, she instantly understood Lin Mo’s meaning. 

“Mr. Lin, is this a plan to transfer me out to calm down Ma Bangde’s discontent?” 

Lin Mo scratched his head and didn’t choose to hide it, but said it directly. 

“Both of them, I guess!” 

“Old Ma’s lost wife’s grudge, and I’m in no position to persuade her to put it down.” 

“Doing so is the best I can think of at the moment.” 

After a few seconds’ pause, he added. 

“Of course there is consideration for your Black Garden in it, and I’m afraid Old Ma will lose his head in 

this moment.” 

“Endangering your safety!” 

Previously, Ma Bond had been only verbally targeted. 

Lin Mo was afraid that this b*****d would get carried away in the heat of the moment and do 

something impulsive. 

Black Rose smiled faintly after hearing this. 

“With Mr. Lin’s concern for this game, it’s enough.” 

With that she changed her words and turned to ask. 

“Only, if we are transferred away from the three districts, what should we do on the battlefield?” 



“Without the restraint of fire from the Black Garden, should we let our men, with their flesh, fill in?” 

In the whole of District Three, apart from the Black Garden, all the other forces used cold weapons or 

fists and feet as their means of attack. 

If a big battle were to break out, there would be nothing but to charge with their lives. 

Black Rose really couldn’t think of any other way. 

At these words, Lin Mo’s expression suddenly became serious after being silent for half a second. 

“Lawrence’s gun unit, I will personally exterminate it.” 

Blackberry’s entire body froze in place in shock when he heard these words. 

“Why is there a need for Mr. Lin to do so?” 

All the power lords in the three districts knew that. 

Lin Mo had an agreement with the Patriarchal master on Lawrence’s side. 

Neither side could make a move against the ones below each other. 

If Lin Mo were to break this agreement, the other side would definitely strike out in a thunderous 

manner as well. 

At that time, Lin Mo would also be in danger. 

Thinking of this, Black Rose suddenly became indignant. 

“This Ma Bangde, what virtue does he have?” 

“Perhaps it’s because of the cast, or perhaps it’s also because I owe it to him!” 

Lin Mo responded. 

“Although this b*****d is often a jerk, he is after all the first power to throw himself into my name.” 

“Besides, I also promised him that I would help him uncover his son’s murderer.” 

“But if I’m not wrong, I should be missing my promise.” 

The three districts were now almost completely unified. 

Lin Mo had also given orders earlier to search for Silver Jade with all his might. 

It was just that so much time had pa*sed. 

There was still no movement at all. 

Even after Ji Dutuo showed up, there was no longer this woman that he had seen. 

All signs indicated that this Silver Jade should have returned to the Seven Deadly Sins. 

The promise that he had promised Ma Bangde to avenge her at the beginning would probably not be 

fulfilled either. 



What Lin Mo was doing now was not an alternative complement to Ma Bangde’s group. 

“It’s a bit of a pity.” 

Black Rose’s face showed emotion after hearing this. 

“If only I could have met Mr Lin earlier, why would I have let that simpleton take such a big advantage.” 

“So it’s all fate!” Lin Mo responded. 

In fact, whether it was Ma Bangde or Black Rose. 

The two were actually extremely similar in their lives. 

One had lost his wife in his youth and his son in middle age. 

The other had lost both parents at a young age and had been pushed into a leadership position. 

He had to support a huge and shaky power before he could even understand it. 

Both are poor people. 

They are both alone in the world. 

The two of them, after chatting. 

Lin Mo strolled around the loft again. 

Only that apart from some simple essential furniture, there was nothing to discover. 

As for the last room, it should be Pei Ran’s boudoir. 

Lin Mo did not go in. 

Behind him, Black Rose just kept following quietly. 

Knowing that after leaving the backyard, she suddenly spoke up. 

“Let Ma Bangde take Great Aunt back!” 

In front of him Lin Mo paused in his steps and didn’t turn around. 

“Thanks ……” 
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For the feud between Old Ma and Black Rose. 

Lin Mo also had a big headache. 

Right now was already the best way to deal with it that he could come up with by racking his brain. 

As he pondered, Black Rose had already walked to the exit of the courtyard. 

“Mr. Lin, there is no need for you to be troubled.” 



“There’s still a long way to go to unify Death Island, in case I die in battle.” 

With that she twisted her head to reveal a bright smile. 

Only there was a hint of gloom in the smile. 

For so many years, she had been the one to carry the load, the Noir Garden. 

She had long been exhausted. 

Add to that a love affair that had only just begun and had already been completely destroyed. 

Perhaps she was already tired. 

When Lin Mo reacted, the black rose had already left. 

In situ Lin Mo could only open his mouth, wanting to say something, but not knowing what to say. 

In the end, he could only lower his arm that was raised in mid-air. 

“What a silly girl!” 

Muttering to himself, Lin Mo twisted his head to look at the old attic behind him and let out a faint sigh. 

…… 

Back at the hospital again. 

Ma Bangde was lying on top of the hospital bed with a red face, reeking of alcohol. 

As for Director Qiu, who was supposed to be recuperating, he was currently sitting silently on top of the 

sofa, with his eyes closed, cultivating. 

When he heard the movement of the door opening, he slowly opened his eyes. 

“Mr. Lin!” 

“This one’s been drinking?” 

Lin Mo twisted his head and pointed at Ma Bangde who was on top of the hospital bed. 

“Mm, drank a lot!” 

Director Qiu replied with a disgusted expression. 

“Drunk, and hugging my thigh, he cried for a long time before falling asleep.” 

The loss of his wife in youth and his son in middle age. 

This kind of pain is only clear to Ma Bangde, the person involved. 

The usual playful appearance was just a cover for grief. 

After hearing this, the corners of Lin Mo’s mouth curled into a wicked smile 

“You should really record the image of him crying.” 



“Let him take a good look at it himself when he sobers up.” 

Director Qiu didn’t answer. 

Instead, he asked with a stony expression. 

“Mr. Lin, have you already made up your mind?” 

“Actually, you don’t have to, I’ll persuade him properly on Ma Bangde’s side.” 

Whether it was for his own sake, or for the sake of the entire Third District. 

It was best for Ma Bangde to put aside his hatred for the time being. 

Only, however, Lin Mo shook his head slightly. 

“None of us are qualified to persuade Old Ma’s about his grudge with Black Garden.” 

“We can only rely on him to figure it out himself!” 

Director Qiu gritted his teeth, “What if he can’t figure it out, this b*****d is a stick in the mud!” 

Lin Mo smiled faintly. 

“I’ve already spoken to Black Rose and I will transfer him out of Death Island.” 

“Wait until the day before the Sea Wolf King’s wedding, and I will strike to bring about the destruction of 

the Lawrence family.” 

Speaking here, Lin Mo’s tone changed. 

“After I exterminate Lawrence, I will bring Lan Dieyi to escape from Death Island at the first 

opportunity.” 

“At that time, whether it’s the Seven Deadly Sins or those clansmen lurking in the shadows, they will all 

be lured away by me.” 

“The plan to unify Death Island at the back, that will depend on you guys.” 

Director Qiu stood frozen in place after hearing Lin Mo’s plan. 

It was all so simple to say. 

It was just that in the process of Lin Mo striking to overthrow Lawrence, the other party’s Patriarch Ji 

Dutuo would naturally not sit idly by. 

And this was only the first step. 

When he took away Lan Dieyi, Lin Mo would not only face Ji Dutuo and the others. 

There were also those patriarchs lurking in the shadows. 

It would be a life-threatening situation. 



Director Qiu wanted to dissuade him, but when he saw Lin Mo’s determination, he could only let out a 

long sigh of helplessness. 

“Alright, Old Qiu, you shouldn’t worry so much.” 

“Even if I were to act, there’s still a long period of time ahead of me.” 

“Once again before that, I still have to properly instruct the cultivation of this group of power lords …….” 


